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For many years it has been known that the losses of live 3tock on

the ranges of the west were heavy, but due to the increased value of the

stock and the resulting more careful attention paid to the sources of

loss, the owners now appreciate more fully the important role played by

poisonous plants in reducing the profits from range animals. Infectious

and contagious diseases on the open range do comparatively little harm,

while the lo3se3 from predatory animals sink into insignificance when

compared to the disastrous effects of poison plants. Loco lo33es of

from five to fifjry percent are not at all unusual; deaths of cattle from

larkspur up to ten percent are quite common; while losses of 3heep from

death caraa3 or lupine frequently run from ten to fifty or sixty percent.

These losses occur, not occasionally, but continually. .Vhile in some

years the toll is heavier than in others, yet every year has its story

of these deaths. The best available figures show that about six thousand

cattle and sixteen thousand sheep are killed annually from eating poison

ous plants on the ranges within the National Forests. There is, in fact,

nothing that interferes to such an extent with the success of handling

live stock upon the ranges as the problem of dealing with poisonous plants,

It has become clear that certain modifications of the ways of manag

ing the range and handling the animals can ^e formulated, which will make

a material reduction of these losses. These modifications, which apply

to poisonous plants in general rather than to special cases, nave been

shown to be desirable as the result of extended observation and experiment

ation on many ranges in the course of several years' work. The subject of

so managing the range and 30 handling the 3tock as to prevent losses is a

complicated one, and when worked in detail must mean definite plans adapt

ed to the local conditions of the particular range.

The question arises whether it may not be possible to do away with



all trouble by destroying those range plants which produce the damage. A

number of ways by which this may be done suggest themselves. Among them

are the following:

(1) Destruction of plants by digging them out:

Destruction of the plants by digging, so far as our present know

ledge goe3, is the most effective way of getting rid of the plants and has

been proved experimentally to be profitable, at least within certain limit

ations.

(2) Chemical destruction:

So far experiments with chemicals have proved unsuccessful. It

seams probable that little can be expexted from any attempt to kill out

poisonous plants by chemical means.

(3) Close prazing:

In the case of some plants which are injurious to some animals but

harmless to others, something may be accomplished by close herding of the

animals that are not susceptible of injury. Too much must not be expect

ed from this however, for the larkspurs are perennials and are not easily

exterminated.

(4) Destruction of plants b;/ crowding them out with other plants:

7/hile this is theoretically possible, range experience does not

give much hope in regard to successful results. As a matter of fact these

poisonous plants, as a rule, seem very well adapted to their environment

and are likely to hold thai* own against any introduced plants. Measures

of eradication are discussed in more detail in the special treatment of

each plant.

Some plants are much more dangerous at certain times of the year.

The lupines are a source of greatest harm at the time when the pods are

full of seeds, for it is the seeds that are especially poisonous. Most



of the cases of lupine poisoning occur in the late summer and fall. Con

sequently the lupines should be grazed in the spring, and especially avoid

ed in the late summer and fall.

Low larkspurs are spring plants and have largely disappeared by July

1. If cattle can be kept from a range heavily covered with low larkspur

until about July 1 there i3 little danger of loss. The tall larkspurs

blossom later and do not die down until killed by fall frosts. After blos

soming, however, they gradually lose their poisonous properties in all

parts of the plant except the seed and cattle seldom eat much of the seed.

Death camas is a spring plant which drie3 up and disappears after

blossoming. Most of the cases of poisoning of sheep by this plant occur

in May and June.

The different poison plants affect different classes of stock dif

ferently. Thus it is possible to allot parts of the range which are infest

ed with certain poisonous plants, to classes of stock which are not affect

ed by that poison, and to put the other stock on areas not infected with

plants dangerous to them. The loco plants affect all grazing animals,

but some plants are poisonous to one class of animals and not to others.

Cattle and horses rarely suffer losses from death camas, 30 that they

might be grazed where sheep would probably be poisoned. Larkspurs, while

deadly to cattle, do not poison horses or sheep. The lupines are much

more dangerous for sheep than for cattle and horses. It is seen then,

that a range covered with larkspur can be used for horses or sheep while

not for cattle. Later it may be possible to utilize the range more fully

by grazing with other classes of 3tock, when the plants which are poison

to them have lost their toxicity.

It is generally recognized that the heaviest losses of live stock

from poisonous plant3 occur in seasons when feed is short, but the intimate



relation between 3uch losses and the food supply doe3 not 3eem to be ful

ly appreciated. Stock will seldom eat poisonous plant3 when good feed is

available, although it is known that some animals have a loco habit and

will eat loco in preference to anything else. The loco habit is usually

acquired, however, during a 3ea3on of short feed. Larkspur poisoning is

most likely to occur either during the season of short feed or on an over

grazed area; in either case the larkspur is the most conspicuous form of

vegetation and is eaten in lieu of anything better. Roots of water hem

lock are sometimes eaten when there i3 little else to eat. Case3 of poison

ing from wild cherry occur when successive bands of sheep are driven over

the same trail until everything suitable for food disappears. Sheep are

sometimes bedded in the same place for several successive nights. Under

such circumstances everything near the bedding ground is eaten, and if

there are any poisonous plants some of the sheep are pretty sure to get

them. One of the heavy l033es of 1912 wa3 brougnt about in this way. For

five nights a band was bedded in the same place, with a consequent loss of

200 head. A band in the same neighborhood wandering without a herder suf

fered no loss. Sheep are sometimes poisoned by milkweeds, but this can

only be when there is nothing el3e to eat, for sheep do not like milkweeds

and will not eat them under normal conditions.

The plants above mentioned are examples of a general truth. If stock

men will recognize the facts and take a few obvious precautions, the loss-s

may be very largely reduced.

(1) Stock should not be turned out upon the range where there is little

to eat except poisonous plants.

(2) Stock should be kept away from regions known to be infected with

poisonous plants.



(3) V/hen stock are trailed from one place to another, they should be

driven through country with plenty of good feed.

(4) Sheep should not be bedded for several successive nights in one

place.

(5) .Then stock have to be driven on much used driveways, they should

be given plenty of feed so that they will not be tempted ~oy the poisonous

plants along the way.

(6) Special care should be exercised when animals are brought in from

one region and turned out upon a range to which they are unaccustomed.

This is especially true of young animal3.

(7) Proper rotation in the use of the range should be practiced, as

dictated by the knowledge of what plants are poisonous to the different

classes of stock, and what time of the year these plants are dangerous;

in conjunction with the knowledge of the herder as to the location of the

poison plants. Vith care the range may be fully utilized with no losses

from poisonous plants.

(3) Do not overgraze by prolonged grazing or by overstocking the area.

(9) Handle stock quietly; do not excite the animals with dogs.

(10) Eradicate poisonous plants or fence dangerous areas.

(11) Feed 3tock hay which is free from poisonous plants.

The precautions above enumerated are very helpful in a general way,

but it will be found that each different poison plant creates a special

problem of its own, and that there is a lack of scientific data and in

formation about these plants, the poisoning they cause, possible remedies

and feasible measures of prevention. The purpose of this paper then, is

to treat each type of plant as a separate problem and bring together the

known data and findings of researchers, in so far as this information bears



on Oregon range plants and conditions, and may be useful to the Oregon

stockman and farmer.

The number of plants treated is necessarily less than would be de-

sirajle, a3 there is no data known concerning many of the plants which

are special oases to local ranchmen. The author feels that the treatment

of the ten plants, following, will give a general idea of the conditions

and problems encountered, and will help solve the problems of those con

cerned with poisoning of stock on the range.

The plants which follow were chosen as being the most outstanding

plants in causing economic loss and also to represent the different general

type3 of poisoning found on the range. They are arranged in the general

order as to the time of year when they are dangerous on the range, and ex

cept as stated in certain one are not arranged as to importance, measured

by economic loss, or number of cases, as that is an item which will vary

with the cla33 of stock grazed on the range, with the locality and even

with the weather and seasonal conditions.

Stock poisoning plants in the order they become dangerous:

(1
(2
(8
(4
(5
(6
(7
(3
(9

(10

Larkspurs in the spring.

Death camas all year, but especially in the 3pring.
Milkweeds dangerous all year.

.Vater Hemlock bulbs poisonous all year, and yougg shoots in spring.

Arrow grass in the spring and 3ummer.
Western 3neezewedd in the spring and summer.

Choke.cherry in the 3ummer.
Lupines in the fall.
Locos in summer, fall and winter, but m03tly in fall and winter.
3racken fern—fed in hay, usually during the winter.

For purposes of comparison and to quickly analyze a plant or deter

mine a certain one of its traits, the plants, in so far a3 they apply, fol

low this outline, which for the purpose i3 sufficiently comprehensive.

Outline:—

Common name Scientific name Family name



I. Description of the plant; Appearance, Distinguishing characteristics,

Drawings, habitat and requirements, reproduction and flowers, and time of

year the plant is present.

II. Classes of stock affected:

III. Time of year the plant is dangerous; Any variations, palatability,

seasonal appearance and if the plant is habit forming or not.

IV. Poisonous parts of the plant: Quantity necessary, variations, what

is the active poison, how toxic, and how does it act?

V. Symptoms of poisoning: Reactions, and diagnosis of case3.

VI. Homed ie 3:

VII. Determination of presence on the range:

VIII. Measures of eradication: Grazing by safe stock, fencing the areas,

mechanical means—digging or by chemical means, crowding out by other

plants. Which is most practical. Difficulties.

Diagnosis of the symptoms of poisoning is usually difficult. It re

quires long experience and a kno*ledge of the conditions, for one to be

able to make a reliable diagnosis. The treatment of "symptoms" and "class

es of stock affected" mentioned for each plant will be found very help

ful in determining the cause of poisoning.

Remedies are usually uncertain and of doubtful benefit. In some case3

the aniaals must be kept quiet—this is true of stock poisoned by death

camas or larkspur, and the excitement caused by giving medicines, when

the animal is in a weak condition may be enough to kill it before the remedy

can take effect. Unless you are very sure of your diagnosis and remedy

It is best to call a veterinarian. Remedies are treated more specifically

under each plant.



# I.

Larkspurs Delphinium menziesii, D. trollifolium, D. bicolor, D. glaucum,

D. simplex, and D. 3copulorum

Ranunculaceae (Butter-cup family)

I. Description:

There are two general groups of larkspurs found on Oregon ranges,

namely the tall and the low larkspurs. The tall larkspurs grow mainly in

gulches and canyons at high elevations, while the low larkspurs grow on

the open hills in drier locations and at somewhat lower altitudes.

When fully grown the tall larkspurs are from three to seven feet in

height, with a long woody root, and have violet or blue flowers. Growth

is begun early in the spring and the plant forms bunches more prominent

and attractive to grazing animals than is the other vegetation. It blos

soms generally in July and the seed3 are formed in August. The flowers

are very characteristic because of the "sour" (see diagrams of plant, flow

ers and leaves) 3efore flowering the plant is sometimes confused with wild

geranium and Monkshood (Aconitum columbianum) The tall larkspurs, how

ever, have a very different habit and after blossoming are readily dist

inguished. Aconite leaves resemble those of the larkspur, but are more

nearly sessile, and attached closer to the stem. The stem of the tall

larkspur is hollow while that of monkshood is pithy. Tu^e geraniums are

differentiated from the larkspur by the presence of stipules at the base

of the stem. Aconite, monkshood, also has poisonous properties but cases

of poisoning never occur on the range.

The low larkspurs are plants up to a foot in height, the root is short

and tuberous and the blossoms, appearing in May, are violet-blue or purple.

Seeds are formed late in June. The leaves are similar to tall larkspurs,

but are more finely divided. The plant dries up and is rarely found after

July.
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II. Clas303 of stock affected:

Practically all I03333 from larkspur poisoning are suffered by cat

tle. As a poisonous plant larkspur is very important because of the great

number of species found and the wide spread of the plant. Probably it

rates next to death camas when importance is measured by actual economic

I033.

Experimental work showed that horses are poisoned when they eat a

considerable quantity of the plant but that they are practically never

poisoned on the open range. Thus horses may be grazed with impunity on

an infested range which would be fatal to cattle.

Sheep are not injured by larkspurs; indeed they may be graz.d on them

with beneficial results.

III. Time of year the plant/is dangerou3:

The plants, both tall and low larkspurs, are dangerous only early in

the spring a3 they appear before the other forage becomes palatable, and

are 30 conspicuous that they are apt to be taken in lisu of something

better. Usually no poisoning occurs after late June or July, but this

time varys slightly with different localities. The plants are correspond

ingly slower and behind in vegetative growth at higher elevations, so

that the period ocf danger is lengthened at high altitudes. The plant is

not habit forming as is loco.

IV. Poisonous parts of the plant:

All parts of the plant are poisonous except the flowers and possibly

the roots. The roots are not usually accessible so there is notoc danger

from them even though they may contain the poison. It take3 a consider

able quantity of the larkspur or poison weed to cause death. Experimental

work shows that the animal must eat about three percent of its weight

before being affected and that in average oases stock have eaten eight
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to nine percent of their weight before showing symptoms. The effects of

the plant are not cumulative, as animals may eat amounts under the toxic

dose, day after day wit?i no ill effects.

V. Symptoms of poisoning:

The first symptom of larkspur poisoning on the range is the falling

of the animal. After eating larkspur a cow may be startled and in attempt

ing to run, will fall down and kick convulsively. The motions when the

animal is down are convulsive but it can hardly be said that the poison

produces convulsions. This activity on the part of the ani al is a dis

tinguishing feature betveen larkspur and death camas poisoning. In cases

of death cama3 the animal lies in a stupefied condition during the later

stages, convul3ions being absent, whereas the later stages of larkspur

poisoning are characterized by violent kicking and attempts to rise. In

early 3tages the falling down is found to be preceded by a lack of appetite.

Poisoned animals are almost always constipated and recover if that condition

is relieved. Bloating may be noticed, but is not always present. Breath

ing is labored. When the poisoning is sufficiently severe to produce fat

al results, death usually occurs in a short time. Death is brought about

by respiratory paralysis, the heart continuing to beat for an appreciable

time after breathing has stopped.

VI. Remedies:

Many of the cases in which poisoning is not severe may be cured if

the animal is properly cared for. If it falls care must be taken that

its head is uphill so that it does not bloat, or at least so it may breathe

more easily, ./hen an animal bloat3 it may be relieved by paunching, that

is, by cutting into the first stomach with a trocar, or sharp knife and

allowing the gas to escape. 31eeding does more harm than good and should

not be practiced. \
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Marsh and Clawson suggest a subcutaneous injection, that is, under

the skin injection of the following formula:

(1) Physo3tigmin salicylate 1 grain
(2) Pilocarpin hydpochlorid 2 grains
(3) Strychnin sulphate f- grain

This for animals of five hundred to six hundred pounds. For a larger

animal of a thousand pounds or more the dose should be doubled. It is

best injected with an all-metal hypodermic syringe. It is important that

the affected animals should be kept still. Measures of prevention are

surer and better than curing poisoned stock. If cattle will be kept off

larkspur areas until later in the summer when the plants have disappeared

and lost their toxicity the poisoning will be prevented, or if cattle could

be assured of free bowel action in passing over a "poison area" most of

the poisoni ,g would be lessened.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

The plant grows so widely and abundantly that complete eradication

is impossible. Most cases of poisoning occur where there are patches of

the larkspur in a canyon or gulch. In such cases it is most economical

and feasible to eradicate the plants by digging them out. They are more

easily found and are so easier to kill wnen in bloom. Pulled plants

should be piled and burned. It is be3t to destroy all the plants but an

incomplete job will usually suffice as it take3 about thirty pounds of

the plant to poison an average steer.

Another method of eradication is to turn sheep on the larkspur area

in the spring when it is dangerous to cattle, as taey will clean out a

lot of the larkspur, although they are also detrimental to other forage.
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#11.

Death Camas Jygadenus venenosu3

Liliaceae (Lily family)

1• Description:

i'hese plants are erect, perennial herbs one to two feet high, grow

ing from a tunicated bulb, with a leafy stem. The slender grass-like

leave3 coma from the btse, beari.g later in the siason a terminal cluster

of greenish-yellow or white flowers. The bulb is from one-half to one

and a half inches thick, covered with thin brown coats, similar to an onion

but without the onion odor and taste. The leaves come out early in the

spring before do the grasses for which they are easily mistaken. They are

from six to sixteen inches long, parallel veined, but without the ligule

and joint at junction of blade and stem, which is characteristic of all

grasses. The small, individual flowers are borne on short branches in a

cluster. There are three of each petals and sepals, similar; six protrud

ing stamens and an ovary which become a three-lcbed seed-pod. All species

are spring and early summer plants.

People sometimes mistake Zygadenus species with the true camas or

Quamash (Camassia quamash) the bulbs of which are eaten by the indians

as food. It is easily distinguished from jygadenus though, bu it3 larger

bulb and larger blue flowers. It grows in very wet places, while Cygaden-

us prefers a drier site, but not an arid one.

II. Classes of stock affected:

Sheep are the animals most frequently poisoned, due probably, to a

greater susceptibility to the toxic principle of Zygadenus, and also to

the way sheep are handled; they usually graze close together in mass form

ation and eat everything off very closely so that much oaffiaa may be taken.

Cattle are susceptible to the poison, but cases of cattle poisoning are
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very rare and it is not to be feared by cowmen. yorses are more often

poisoned than cattle, but practically always recover, although in severe

cases the animal may be permanently injured. Some cases of human poison-

ing have been recorded, mostly of children who collected the bulb, not

being able to distinguish it from Camassia quamash. Swine eat the bulbs

with no bad results, indeed it is sometimes called hog-potato.

III. Time of year the plant is dangerou3:

The bulb is poisonous at all times of the year but is only danger

ous in the spring, or after rain3 when it may be washed out of the ground.

The young leaves, so much like grass are the most dangerous parts of the

plant, but only in the spring. The sheep take them miv.ed with grass.

It is dangerou3 if too much of it is mixed in hay. Cama3 is not habit-

forming, but is mainly dangerous because it comes early in the year when

other forage is scarce, and is mistaken for and eaten as grass.

IV. Poisonous parts of the plant:

The entire plant is poison, although the leaves and bulbs are -ost

dangerous. It does not take a great deal of the plant to poison animals.

Sheep may be poisoned by one or one and a ha1f pounds of the death cama3.

In certain case3 on the range where feed is scarce, and the animal is in

poor condition, even less may cause fatal results. The seed3 are most

poisonous, but are so rarely got that they are not nearly so dangerous

as are the young leaves. The poison is not cumulative, but acts rather

quickly, although animals sometimes lie two or three days before death.

V. Symptoms of poisoning:

The symptoms are rather characteristic and uniform so that stock

men should be able to recognize cases of poisoning by Zygadenus. First

signs of poisoning are uneasiness and irregularity of movements, later

there is much salivation, nausea, uneasiness, convulsions, paralysis,
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muscular incoordination and staggering. Cattle and horses, when affect

ed al30 have spasms. Sneep may lie mayy hour3 before death.

VI. Remedies:

Remedies-are very difficult, and some authors say impossible. Hall

and Yates recommend permanganate of pfotash, and also caffein diuretin

given hypodermically or through the mouth. The latter, though, is dif

ficult to obtain a3 druggists do not usually carry it in stock, and it is

also difficult to administer. If the animal is valuable and is not in trie

advanced stages, a veterinarian may be able to effect a cure.

VII.' Determination of presence on the range;

The poison principle of the plant causes very marked and character

istic symptoms, 30 that if an animal from the range exhibits these signs

the stockman may be sure of the presence of Zygadenus. After becoming

familiar with the plant it is easy to find because of its exacting nature

as to soil and moisture conditions. One familiar with its requirements

can predict very accurately whether or not it will be found in a given

meadow the conditions of which are known. It always grows in moi3t soils,

but never in marshy or wet places.

VIII. Measure3 of Eradication:

It may sometimes be scattered, but is more often congregated on small

areas so that eradication by digging will usually be found the most feas

ible and practical means. When it is dug out it should be kept away from

animals. Death camas is not so abundant as the cases of poisoning would

lead one to suspect, growing only in limited localities around water holes

or in swales. Stock should be kept away from areas where death cama3 is

known to occur until the areas has been made 3afe for grazing by proper

eradication by digging or by fencing.
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#111.

Mexican whorled milkweed Asclepia3 mexicana

Asclepiadaceae (Milkweed family)

I. Description:

The Mexican whorled milkweed is characterized by erect stems, sin-

ble or oftentimes many, branching at the woody base. The plant is one to

five feet high, aain root horizontal and branching, producing advent

itious buds. ^ter*:3 are smooth beneath and hairy and branching above.

The leaves are in whorls of two to six, lance-saaped, short stemmed, two

to six lines wide, and two to six inches long. They ;are often folded te-

gether. The greenish white flowers which are produced from June to Aug

ust are soft, short and hairy. They produce pods two to three inches

long which contain the seeds. These are flat and reddish brown, having

a tuft of white hairs at the summit.

The plant lives in dry fields and barren places, and is also a foot

hill species. The broadleaf species ^sclepias speciosa is mentioned by

Hall and Yates as causing poisoning in California but Marsh states that

it causes no poisoning on the ranges and that experimental feeding with

the balling gun failed to produce poisoning. Asclepias mexicana plainly

prefers newly disturbed soil but as a weed it does not spread 30 rapidly

a3 doe3 the eastern species A. galioides, which is smaller and has narrow

er leaves and does not have the flower clusters in a terminal corymb. (See

drawings for characteristics)

II• Classes of stock affected:

Most losses from milkweed poisoning occur among sheep, though cat

tle are also commonly affected. It is a distasteful plant and stock will

not eat it under ordinary conditions.

III. Time of year the plant is dangerous;

Milkweed is poisonous all through the year and also in hay, though
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while standing on the range in the fall and winter months it dries up

and lose3 much of its toxicity. It is more apt to be taken early in the

summer, especially on barren areas where other forage is scarce. It is

not very palatable, as mentioned above, and animals will not ordinarily

eat it unless driven to it by extreme hunger. It is not a habit forming

plant nor is its effect cumulative.

IV. Poisonous parts of the plant:

Lawrence states that the leaves are the most poisonous parts of the

plant with the stems and pods next in order. The plant is quite toxic,

as eight-tenths or one pound of milkweed, per hundred weight of the ani

mal fed was the average amount found to produce poisoning. The minimum

lethal d03e for sheep was found to be 1.323 pounds per hundred pound3

weight of the anima1.

V. Symptoms of poisoning:

Symptoms of poisoning are depression and staggering, with weakness,

especially noticeable in the hind legs. While standing the animal fre

quently holds the head high with the nose forward. The temperature is

usually high. Animals exhibit salivation and have violent spasms, during

which their temperature rises. Delay is common between the eating of the

plant and development of symptoms, the average delay of cases studied be

ing fourteen hours. Many of the animals which do not eat much of the

plant recover from tine effects of trie poison.

VI. Remedies;

So far as 1 can discover, no experiments have been made to deter

mine remedies. Hall and Yates suggest the use of permanganate of potash,

although it hadn't oeen used in cases of milkweed poisoning. The symp

toms led them to believe it would be effective.
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VII. Betermination of presence on the range:

When one is familiar with the plant and its habitat requirements

its presence is easily determined by an inspection of the range.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

It is not a plant to be greatly feared, if there is also forage of

good type on the range, a3 the stock will leave it, choosing better food.

Due to its habit it is usually impractical to attempt eradication of

milkweeds on the range. There is more danger of damage from the plant

where it is necessary to drive sheep across infested areas. A herder

should go ahead and find the patches to keep the sheep away from them and

also to cut the solitary bushes. The sheep should not be hurried but

should be allowed to spread out and drift across the area, picking their

food a3 they go.
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#IV.

Oregon Water Hemlock Cicuta vagans, C. Occidentalis, D. Dougla3ii '. ,-

Umbelliferae (Parsley family)

I. Desoription;

Water Hemlock, sometimes called cowbane, poison parsnip and wild par

snip, is a perennial herb, two to six feet high. The stems are smo th and

hollow, growing erect from a fleshy root consisting of two very distinct

and characteristic parts. The more conspicuous of these is the vertical

root-stock which is from one to 3ix inches long, by one to two inches thick

and is divided into many chambers by numerous horizontal partitions. (See

drawings) Each of these partitions bear several tubes or ducts, from which

a poisonous, aromatic oil exudes when the bulb is cut. These tubes are

larger and more numerous in the outer walls of the bulb. The root3tock

contains most of the poison. The other portion of the root consists of

solid, fleshy fibers which run along on, or just under the surface of the

soil, and send off numerous rootlets from beneath. The rootstock rots or

dwindles away almost entirely before the seeds mature, but fresh ones are

formed from it for the next season's growth. The leaves of Water hemlock

are doubly pinnately compound or sometimes simply pinnate, and spring di

rectly from the ground. The edges of the leaflets are finely toothed.

Its small white flowers are borne in compound umbels and are followed by

numerous seed-like fruits, which resemble those of parsley.

The plant grows in wet or marshy places and ranges from British Col

umbia and Idaho southward to northeastern California. Plants that may be

confused with water hemlock which possess similarly chambered rootstocks

are Coelopleurem maritimum, a rare plant of the southwestern coa3t, and

Sium cicutaefolium. The first is probably itself poisonous, but the lat

ter never causes poisoning, systematic botani3t3 distinguish between the
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plants, but the descriptions are very technical and it is advised that if

there is any doubt as to a plant's identity to send a sample (Which 3hould

be large enough, characteristic; containing roots, leaves, flowers and all

parts possible) to the 3otany department at Oregon State College, Gorvallis,

Oregon. Another similar plant, but which has not the peculiarly divided

rootstock is Conium maculatum.

II. Clashes of stock affected:

The rootstock of the poison hemlock is poisonous to all classes of

stock but swine. Most of the livestock losses occum among cattle, though

horses and sheep are occasionally poisoned. Many cases and deaths of man

have been recorded, and especially of children, who have eaten 3ome of the

root3tock while playing.

III. Time of year the plant is poisonous;

The rootstocks are poisonous all during the year, and in the spring

the young shoots are dangeoous.

IV. Poisonous parts of the plant:

The root3tocks and young shoots are particularly poisonous. The

quantity necessary for poisoning, or the lethal dose, is very small. A

piece the size of a walnut has been known to cause death to a cow. Another

author cites that "a few grams" may cause death. The lethal dose varys

with the condition and size of the animal. A large, healthy animal may

eat considerably -ore than a poor animal. The toxicity may also vary

with the time of the year; experiments at the University of Washington

showed that at least one species contained more poison in the fall and

winter. The leaves do not appear to affect stock when dried in hay. The

root3 will also poison water if put in a watering trough. It has been

though that cattle trampling the roots along the edges of ponds have been
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poisoned by drinking the water, but this is doubtful as it would take a

great quantity of the root stocks to sufficiently poison the water.

The poisonous principle is a resin found in the aromatic oil which

is exuded when a rootstock is cut. It has been termed cicutoxin, and is

a brown sticky substance with an acid reaction. The poison works on the

nervous system. Very small injections were found to kill frogs by para

lysis.

V. Symptoms of poisoning;

Very soon after eating hemlock root stocks the animal shows symptoms

of severe pain. There is a tendency for the animal to leave the herd.

Soon symptoms of cerebral frenzy appear with involuntary muscular move

ments. Frequently there is an increase in the flow of saliva. The pupils

are widely dilated. Breathing is labored and irregular and the pulse is

intermittent. As the attack proceeds the symptoms becoae more nronounned

and the cerebral excitement increases until the animal seems unconscious

and dies. Death usually occurs in two or three hours after taking the

poison, but may be as soon as fifteen minutes. In very mild cases the

animal may live for a day or two, being badly bloated, and having the walls

of the stomach badly corroded.

VI. Remedies:

As the toxic substance, cicutoxin, is very rapid in its action, any

remedy must be applied immediately, and on the range this is usually im

possible as the animal may be dead when discovered. An emetic followed

by a cathartic is the treatment recommended, the idea being to rid the

animal of the poison as soon as possible. Morphine may be injected to al

lay the pain. Practically, remedies are almost useless on the range. Meas

ures of prevention appear to be the only practical means of reducing the

103Se3.
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VII. Determination of presence on the range:

Poisoning of stock with the characteristic symptoms mentioned above

indicate the presence of the Cicuta. When such cases occur, the owner

3hould study the diagrams showing the identifying characteristics, esp

ecially the structure of the rootstock3, and then inspect his range to

see if the hemlock is present, remembering that he need to look only in

the swampy or marshy places.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

When the areas where Cicuta are present are determined, they may oe

fenced, or the rootstock grubbed out, whichever means will prove the cheap

est and mo3t satisfactory for the particular case. When rootstocks are

grubbed out they must be kept from, the stock as they do not lose their

toxicity for years. Grubbing will usually be found more practical than

fencing. Chemical means of eradication have thu3 far proved impractical.
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#V.

Arrow gras s. or Sour gras3 Triglochin maritima

Juncaginaceae (Arrow-grass family)

I. Description:

Along the seacoast and interior salt marshes of Oregon, Arrow grass

grows in bright green clumps and bunches, very much like any ordinary

grass. These clumps grow from six to twelve inches hi h, and each clump

produces a single flower stalk twelve to thirty inches tall. The flow

ers are greenish and very tiny, soon followed by the oblong 3-sided 3eed

pods. The leaf of arrow grass is slender and bright green like a gra33

Jade but may be distinguished by being thick and spongy, round on one

side and flat on the other, instead of flat. These soft leaves are attach

ed to an underground stem about the size of a lead pencil, which pushes

its way along beneath the surface, sending up new leaves.

II. Classes of stock affected:

Arrow grass has been reported as causing poisoniag among sheep and

cattle. tTorses may be poisoned.

III. Time of year plant is dangerous:

The plant is dangerous during the entire period of its growth. It

comes up in the spring with the other grasses and is very similar to them.

IV. Poisonous parts of the plant:

The leaves are the dangerous parts of tie T'lant. The roots are so

firmly embedded that they cannot be had, and the flower stalk is tough,

wiry and unpalatable. The poison element present is hydorcyanic (pruisic)

acid and acts very quickly.

V. symptoms of poisoning:

The animal assumes a stiff, peculiar gait, and twitching occur. The

breath comes more slowly. Soon the ani-al goes down. Occasionally there

are convulsions; the breath becomes gradually slower, the mouth is held
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open, breathing almost ceasess. Death occurs in a very short time. On

the animals tested death occurred in from thirty minutes to two hours

after eating one-and-a-nalf to two-and-a-half pounds of the plant.

VI.. Remedies:

No remedy is known. The sheep get the plant on the range and usual

ly die before they are discovered. Prevention is apparently the only way

to lessen the losses.

VII. Determination of presence on the range:

It is very difficult to distinguish arrow gras3 from the other gras

ses present on the range, except when in blossom. (See drawings showing

characteristic flowers and fruits) As it grows only in marshy places it

is somewhat limited and its discovery is made easier.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

If the plants are scarce they may be dug when in blossom. If there

are many of the plants, or they are not in blossom, and so difficult tc

distinguish, the best plan is to fence the area. The habit of the plant

makes this relatively easy as it grows only in salt marshes.
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#VI.

Western Sn-ezeweed Helenium hoope3ii

Compositaceae (Composite family)

I. Description:

Western ^neezeweed is a strong, perennial plant growing to a height

of one to three feet with one or several stems. It sometimes develops a

large crown and spreads vegetatively by this crown. When young, the plant

is hairy or wooly, especially the stems, but later they become smooth.

The thick leaves are deep green and spotted, having a smooth margin and

several parallel veins. The flover stalks bear one or several flower

heads two to three inches broad with lance-like scales. The flowers,

blossoming from late June to the last of August, are numerous, orange in

color and about an inch long. The seeds are numerous and hairy.

The plant occurs at rather high elevations in the yellow-pine type,

prefering sunny slopes with well-drained soil. It occurs in the Stein

mountains Of southeastern Oregon.

II. Classes of stock affected:

Sheep are most often affected with the "spewing-sickness" caused by

/estern snsezeweed. Cattle and horses on the range are probably never

bothered, though feeding experiments prove that the plant causes much the

3ame symptoms as those found in sheep, when cattle and horses are made to

eat the plant.

III. Time of year the olant is dangerous;

The plant is dangerous in the 3ummer when it is in leaf and blossom.

It is usually avoided by stock if there is any other forage present. Sneeze-

weed is not habit-forming, but the poison principle has a cumulative effect.

IV. Poisonous parts of the olant;

The entire plant is poisonous, the different parts being about equal

ly toxic. The poison (tannic acid) has a cumulative effect and acts slowly,
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not being very virulent. Experiments of forced feeding with sheep 3howed

that it took two and two-tenths pounds of the plant, fed daily for twenty-

two days, to produce sickness, although there were wide variations from these

figures depending upon the condition of the animal. Probably there is not

much difference in toxicity of the green or dry plants.

V• Symptoms of poisoning:

The symptoms of poisoning by Helenium hoopesii differ somewhat with

the severity of the case and whether the sickness is due to prolonged feed

ing or to a temporary overdose. In general the symptoms resemble those of

other plant poisons but are not 30 violent and are not accompanied with

convulsions. 1!ae sheep affected may vomit a good deal, which gives rise

to the common name of "spewing sickness"

VI. Remedies:

No specific remedies are known. It appears that administering a

purgative and removing the animal from the sneezeweed to give it a change

of forage is the best and surest remedy.

VII • Determination of presence on the, range:

Symptom.3 of spewing sickness in sheep indicate the presence of the

sneezeweed. Th& stockman should familiarize himself with the plant and

its habitat and distribution so that an examination of tiie range will re

veal whether it is present or not.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

Because it grows so thick and strongly on overgrazed areas, measures

of eradication by digging or cutting are impractical. It appears that the

only method is to be careful not to overstock and overgraze the range so

that the plant may get a start. If the range has been overgrazed and is infest

ed with sneezeweed, the most practical way is to keep stock off the area



and sow it to timothy or some other strong plant adapted to the area and

allow these plants gradually to crowd out the sneezeweed.
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#VII.

Western Choke cherry Prunus demissa

Rosaceae (Rose family)

I. Description:

Choke cherry is a well-known shrub or small tree common in the foot

hills and mountains of Oregon, especially east of the Cascades in the arid

parts of the state. The flowers are white, in dense clusters (racemes)

ane to three inches long. In the fall it bears many shiny red-black cher

ries growing in clusters. Before they are completely ripe they have a

puckering effect on the mouth when tasted. Mature leaves are thick, some

what leathery, deep, dull green, smooth and shiny above; pale and hairy

beneath, and bordered with straight, sharp teeth. 3ruised twigs, leaves

and green bark have a strong 3cent similar to that of peach pits.

II. Classes of 3tock affected:

Practically all the losses that have been reported are among sheep.

Sheep are especially endangered when being driven along cherry-bordered

drive ways on warm days.

III. Time of year the plant is dangerous:

The plant is dangerous in the summer when the leaves are present.

In winter when there are no leaves it is naturally not dangerous. It is

not habit forming; indeed the leaves have rather a bitter taste and the

sheep will not ordinarily take them when they are browsing quietly on a

range where there is good, nutritious forage.

IV. Poisonous oarts of the plant:

The leaves are the poisonous parts of the plant. The fruits are not

poisonous, as humans eat them, and use them for jelly. The poison present,

hydrocyanic (Prussic) acid is one of the most deadly poison3 known and

acts very quickly, having a depressing action on the heart. The leaves
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seem to be more toxic when they are slightly wilted, especially on a warm

day, as those conditions favor the formation of the prussic acid.

V. Symptoms of poisoning:

The prussic acid has a depressing action on the heart. The poison

act3 very rapidly; the animal becomes listless, lies down and 3oon dies.

VI. Remedies:

Remedies are difficult and impractical as the poison works very rapid

ly. If it can be administered soon, animals should be given a stimulant,

such as inhalations of ammonia, alcohol or atropine. Lard helps to prevent

absorption of the poi30n.

Here, as in other cases, prevention is more practical than trying to

cure cases of poisoning.
4

VII. Determination iff presence ohl the range:

.'/hen one knows the plant and its habitat requirements an examination

will soon show whether the cherry is present on the range.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

The cherry trees or shrubs ax*e not usually dangerous on the range, as

stock will not ordinarily eat it if there is other forage present. The

tree3 may easily be chopped down and so the area is rid of them. Where it

i3 necessary to drive stock along driveways which are lined with cherries,

the stock should be well fed before starting the drive, then they should be

allowed to drift along and pick other good forage instead of snatching at

the cherry. If it is nexessary to cut the cherry along the driveway, the

branches and leaves must be removed from the area3 a3 in the wilted condition

they are especially virulent. Driveways and bedding grounds with cherry

present should be avoided by the sheepherder whenever possible, and all care

taken to prevent poisoning when it is necessary to make such a drive.
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#VIII.

Lupines: Lupinu3 macrostachys, L. leucophyllus and others.

Leguminosae (-Tea family)

I. Description:

In general the lupines are silky-haired plants with blue, white,

yellow or pink flowers resembling those of a bean. The leaves have long

stems with numerous divisions which all radiate from a common center. The

flowers are borne in long terminal spikes or racemes and are quite showy

when taken together, but singly are rather small. The fruit is a pod like

that of a pea and contains two or more small seeds.

Lupines range all through Oregon except the cult.vated districts,

swamps, and the very driest places, and are present on the range all sum

mer and fall. They usually grow in the deeper soil on southern 3lopes or

on the north slope where thereis more moisture. It is known that some

lupines are harmless while others are poisonous, but all should be looked

upon with suspicion when in the pod.

II. Classes of stock affected;

By far the greatest number of ca3es of lupine poisoning occur among

sheep, although other classes of stock may also be poisoned. It requires

a considerable amount of the weed to poison stock so that it is only a

problem with 3heepmen. Sheep are more apt to eat quantities of it as it

grows in patches and tney usually graze massed in a bunch, eating the

forage cfff close.

III. Time of year the plant is dangerous:

Lupines are dangerous later in the year than other poisonous plants,

generally, because the poisoning comes mainly from the 3eed pods. They

are dangerous any time after the green pods appear. This time varys with

the different species and different localities.
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IV. Poisonous parts of the Plant;

Experiments show that the parts of the plant are dangerous in the

following order: (1) seeds, (2) fruits and seeds, (S) pods alone, and (4)

the leaves, from which poisoning occurs only rarely on the range. One-

half pound of the seeds will cause poisoning while it takes slightly greater

amounts of the nods.

The toxic principles are alkaloids. The animal may take less than

the lethal dose with no ill effects, for day after day, though without

building up a resistance, for when it is then given a greater amount, it

succumbs to the poison. Healthy animals will stand slightly more of the

poison than will animals in poor condition.

V. Symptoms;

The symptoms are very characteristic and usually vary only in minor

points. The first symptom is ageneral depression. The animal is very

quiet and sits flat with ears laid back; breathing is rapid, labored and

irregular. The temperature changes in an erratic manner. The animal will

sit very quietly when left alone, but upon being approached is quite ex

citable. The movements are precise, but .'exaggerated. Control of the

hind legs is partially lost. In late stages the animal lies on its belly,

the head on the ground and legs outspread. It loses the ability to walk.

When disturbed the animal reacts with shivering and becomes more and more

convulsive. Stimulation produces violeat spasms. The spasms become

more severe, the animal pawing the air in an aimless manner, and the con

vulsions occur spontaneously. Some animals may urinate freely. After a

while they are unable to move from the position of lying on their side.

Asphyxial convulsions set in and the animal dies. Breathing ceases about

a minute before the heart action stops.
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VI. Remedies: '

Hall and Yates recommend permanganate of potash for cases of lupine

poisoning, but it must be administered early in the attack to be effect

ive. .Then the toxic dose has been eaten it is found that the poison ent

ers the circulation very soon. Acids are al3o reco-mended for lupine

poisoning. A3 vinegar contains acetic acid it may be used. Marsh and

his associates state that bicarbonate of soda is effective if it can be

administered quifee often so that the poison doesn't enter the sheep's

fourth stomach. This method is impractical on the range however. Some

herders claim that bleeding is veneficial, but experiments show that it

probably does more harm than good.

VII. Determination of presence on the range:

After one ha3 become familiar with the lupines, an examination of

the range will show if they are present or not. Sheep from the range,

which exhibit the characteristic symptoms, whow that lupines are present.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

The most important thing to remember is that well fed sheep will

not naturally eat the lupines. Hungry sheep should not be turned on a

range which is infested with much lupine. When it is necessary to drive

sheep across areas where lupine is present, they should not be hurried,

but should be allowed to spread out and drift acres, so that they may

pick out nutritious forage instead of snatching at the lupine. Especial

care must be taken when there are many seeds and pods. It is impractical

usually, to try to eradicate the lupines because they are so widespread

and numerous. The areas may be safely U3ed however, if proper methods

of grazing are employed, animals are safe on tne range before the lupine*

seeds are produced.
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# IX.

Lo/co weed3 Astragalus lentiginosus, A. hornii and others

Leguminosae (Foa family)

I• Description:

Loco weeds are annual or perennial herb3. The plants are low and

spreading, having a cluster of finely divided leaves, usually oddly pinnate.

The Oregon locos have small white or cream colored pea flowers in long clus

ters or racemes, some of which produce large inflated pods in which the seeds

become loose when dry. The sizes of pod3 and flowers vary with the differ

ent species, '.'/hen these are shaken they rattle, giving ri3e to the common

name of ,!rattle-weed". The small divisions of the leaves are borne along

the side of a central leaf stalk as in a vetch plant. There are many species,

but they are very similar to Astragalus hornii piceteed on the accompany

ing drawing. There should be no difficult in distinguishing them from other

plants.

Loco plants are very common in all our western states, ranging from

sea level to the top of our highest mountains. They do not grow in meadows

but often inhabit meadow boarders and are abundant on "any of the plains and

upland ranges, being plants of rather dry situations.

II. Classes of stock affected:

Cattle, horses and sheep are all affected, but by far the greatest in

jury is to horses, which sometimes get the loco habit. Cows are almost myer

poisoned, while sheep suffer more; but less than do horses.

III. Time of year the plant is dangenrousi

Locos are most dangerous from August to Spring while other forage is

scarce and it is the moss conspicuous form of vegetation. Cattle and sheep

do not seem to relish the plant, but young horses after eating it acquire

a habit and will eat it whenever possible, until the cumulative, drug-like
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effect of the plant kills them.

IV. Poisonous parts of tne plant:

The leaves and stems, and especially the nods and seeds are the dang

erous parts of the plant. The effect of the poison is cumulative, 30 that

it may take a great deal of it, over a period of time before the animals

show symptoms of poisoning. As the condition is brought about slowly, so

is it cured slowly if at all. Again, healthy animals are not so soon af

fected as animals in poor condition. Older horses appear to lose the tend

ency to crave the weed. Young horses are much more apt to acquire the habit

than older animals.

V. Symptoms of poisoning:

The outstanding symptom of loco poisoning is the derangement of the

nervous system as evidenced by incoordination of the muscular movements

or through errors in judgement of the size and shape of objects. At first

the general condition of the animal is changed. It is prone to wanderaway

from the herd, becomes stupid and emaciated; the general appearance be

comes untidy and dejected. The animals are constipated. Irregularity in

gait is noted and the animal drags its feet somewhat, thi3 being particular

ly noticeable in the hind legs. The animal carries its head in a peculiar

fashion. It seems flighty: often locoes horses used for draft will indulge

in kicking spells or will run away. The 3ight and hearing may be affect

ed. The power of locomotion is lost to 3ome extent. Horses will remain

3tanding dejectedly in one place, not lying down. The general appearance

becomes worse. The animal lo3es its appetite and finally dies of starvation.

Post mortem examinations show a coagulated serum in a gelatin from in

various part3 of the body, particularly about the heart and the spinal col

umn. The walls of the stomach are inflamed and ulcers are common. The ner

vous system i3 more fully supplied with blood than when the animal is in a
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a normal condition.

VI. Remedies:

No specific antidote for the disease is known. In experimental work

done by Mar3h and his associates in Colorado, it was found possible to

bring most animals out of the locoed condition if they were valuable enough

to warrant an extended course of treatment. Many animals, if found in

the early stages of the disease may be cured by simply taking them away

from the loco-weed and feeding them upon good, nutritious hay. Their food

should have laxative properties* as locoed animals are always constipated.

Green alfalfa is especially good, or grain mixed with oil meal, sometimes

it is desirable to give them epsom salts. Fowlers solution is $ven to

relieve the nervous condition in horses; while strichnin is given to cat

tle. The cure is long and technical, so that if the animal is valuable

enough to warrant a cure, a veterinary should be called.

VII. Determination of presence on the range:

'.Then the stockman becomes familiar with the plant he may find it on

his range where he had not suspected its presence. If animals come in show

ing loco symptoms the owner will know that loco is present, and should fam

iliarize himself with the plant 30 that he can look over his range and see

how bad the situation is. when its presence is discovered all care must

be taken to eradicate it or to keep the animals from it.

VIII. Measures of eradication:

Wo 3tock is immune to loco danger, although cattle seem to be affect

ed less than horses and sheep, so that the range cannot be used by any

class of stock unless the dangerous areas are fenced or the loco weeds

are eradicated. Usually digging the plants is more successful than fencing

the area because the habit of the plant is such that it grows rather widely
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scattered, not often localized to one small place or patch as water hem

lock would be, in a marsh or along a stream. The plant is rather easily

recognized and one man with a sharp 3hove may eradicate a considerable

area in a day. It was corn-only thought that it was necessary to get the

whole root to eradicate the plant, but this is not so. If the plant is

cut off below the root crown o.f buds it will bo killed. As the seeds of

the plant remain viable in the soil for a year or so, it may be nece ;sary

to eradicate a few more for an extra year or two, but once the area is

loco-free it is easily kept in that condition.
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# X.

Bracken fern Pteridium aquilinum

Pteridophyta

I. Description:

The bracken fern is so common and well known by farmers and stockmen

that no description of. the plant is necessary. The fern grows throughout

the mountains of Oregon, but is of economic importance only west of the

Cascades where it grow3 abundantly enough to cause the "fern-staggers".

It may be found in any locality where there is sufficient moisture and the

soil is deep enough for its deep underground roots.

Reproduction is from spore3 instead of seeds. These spores are very

minute and cover the under sides of the leaf, making them lood dusty, so

that it is someti-es spoken of as ruat .

II. Classes of stock affocted:

Cows may be affected, but by far the greatest damage is among horses.

Indeed this is probably the most dangerous plant on the western ranges of

Oregon, 30 far as horses are concerned, as many are poi ;oned annually.

***• Time of year the plant is dangerous:

It is present all through the summer and dries up in the fall, but

stock poisoning on the range rarely occurs. It is dangerous only in hay.

Hay composed of more than one-third bracken fern should not be fed.

It is known to be somewhat habit forming to horses, so that if they

once acquire the habit, hay that contains any fern in it may not be fed

to them a3 they will nick out and eat only the fern. 3efore they ore driv

en to eating the fern, and acquire the fern habit, t?iey will pick out the

good hay and leave the fern, which may then bo used for bedding. Poison

ing may occur any tiae of the year when ferny hay is fed.

IV. Poisonous parts of tr.e Pi\ant:
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The leaves are the poisonous parts. Many people have thought that the

spores or "rust" caused the poisoning, but this is not true. The poison

element is a eertain chemical which is present in the leaves. The poison

acts slowly. Horses may be fed ferny hay for a month or more before the

symptoms develop. This makes it dangerous as the stockman or farmer may

think the hay is safe when no symptoms appear.

V. Symptoms of poisoning;

The first symptom of poisoning is usually a slight unsteadiness of

the gait, though otherwise the general c ndition of the animal is norm

al. As the case progresses the gait becomes more and more unsteady and

the animal shows a tyoical loss of control of the muscles. There is fre

quently a drowsy appearance and the horse may stand with his head butted

into some object. The appetite may remain fairly good but trouble is

sometimes had in taking food into the mouth. The temperature and pulse re

main about normal. After seven to fifteen days the animal 3 go down. Those

that get down usually die in a day or two.

VI. Remedies:

Here again prevention should be strived for rather than cure. The

farmer should endeavor to feed clean hay to his horses 30 that they do

not become poisoned or acquire the fern habit. Usually the cases occur

in the neighborhood where the fern grows as the farmers have a tendency

to sell their good hay and feed the ferny hay. in case symptoms appear

a veterinary should be called at once. Skillful treatment will save

many of the animals if the treatment is started soon enough. After the

horse has exhibited symptoms for ten* days or two weeks, it usually dies.

If no veterinary is available, it should be given a purgative such as a

quart of raw linseed oil and all ferny hay removed from it. The animal
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should be kept in comfortable, warm quarters with plenty of bedding.

VII. Determination of presence on the range:

It is not dangerous unless there is a great quantity of it (l/3 of

the hay crop or more) If there is so much the farmer or stockman is sure

to be aware of its presence.

VIII. Measures of eraciation:

Eradication is impractical if not impossible because of the deep

roots and the widespread and abundance of the plant. Something may be

done to help kill it out by overgrazing the range with sheep and cattle.

This will usually reduce it, as is proved by the fact that in adjoining

fields it may be scarce in the one field in which there are cattle and

sheep grazing, while just over the fence in the adjacent field it is

quite abundant. Controlled fall firest might burn it off, but when the

conditions are just right for a good burn, control of the fire is almost

impossible. Chemical measures have not proved satisfactory as this method

also kills all the other vegetation.
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As previously mentioned these ten plants have been chosen to repre

sent the different kinds of plant poisons, and do not include all the

plants of Oregon which are known to cause poisoning. They probably ine

elude those plants which cause more than ninety-five percent of the poison*

ing. Some are of more importance than others, in different localities, and

upon the different classes of stock affected.

Besides these, are many more, mostly of very minor importance as they

cause poisoning only very rarely due to their limited extent, or the rare

circumstances which make them dangerous. Some of these are here listed,

and the stockman is warned to eye them with suspicion. As data is lack

ing concerning many of the plants, it will be appreciated if any question

able plants are called to the attention of the Botany department at Oregon

State College. Samples should be sent for proper identification, and the

poisonous properites of tne plant may be tested.

Black list:

(shrubs)

(1) Laurels Ledum sp.
(2) Fools huckleberry Henaiesia
(3) ^zaleas Rhodendron sp & sp.
(4) Mistletoe Phoradendron villosum
(5) Pacific yew Taxus brevifolia
(6) Rabbit brush Tetradymia glabrata

(herbs)

(1) Horsetail iquisetum arvense
(2) False hellebore Veratrura californicum
(3) Tar weed Amsinckia intermedia
(4) St. John'3 wort Hypericum perforatum
(5) Vetch Vicia sativa

(fungi)

(1) Toadstools (Poison goats and sheep)
(2) Mgldy hay
(3) Ergot
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